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Abstract

Slanted news coverage strongly a�ects public opinion. This is especially true for coverage on politics
and related issues, where studies have shown that bias in the news may in�uence elections and other
collective decisions. Due to its viable importance, news coverage has long been studied in the social
sciences, resulting in comprehensive models to describe it and e�ective yet costly methods to analyze it,
such as content analysis. We present an in-progress system for news recommendation that is the �rst
to automate the manual procedure of content analysis to reveal person-targeting biases in news articles
reporting on policy issues. In a large-scale user study, we �nd very promising results regarding this
interdisciplinary research direction. Our recommender detects and reveals substantial frames that are
actually present in individual news articles. In contrast, prior work rather only facilitates the visibility of
biases, e.g., by distinguishing left- and right-wing outlets. Further, our study shows that recommending
news articles that di�erently frame an event signi�cantly improves respondents’ awareness of bias.
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1. Introduction
How topics are covered in the news frames public debates and profoundly impacts collective
decision-making, such as during elections [1, 2]. News may be subtly biased through various
forms, such as word choice, framing, intentional omission or misrepresentation of speci�c
details [3]. In extreme cases, “fake news” may present entirely fabricated facts to intentionally
manipulate public opinion toward a given topic. A rich diversity of opinions is desirable, but
systematically biased information can be problematic as a basis for decision-making if not
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recognized as such. Therefore, it is crucial to empower newsreaders in recognizing relative
biases in coverage.
In this paper, we thus seek to answer the following research question. “How can we e�ectively
communicate instances of media bias in a set of news articles reporting on the same political
event?” Instead of identifying and then communicating each of the various forms of bias
individually, we focus on person-oriented polarity, which is a fundamental e�ect resulting from
various bias forms [4]. While the problem statement misses bias not related to persons, coverage
on policy issues is largely person-oriented, e.g., because decisions are made by politicians
or a�ect individuals in society. Our key contributions—especially when comparing to prior
work—are: (1) We present the �rst system that is able to identify even subtle forms of media bias
a�ecting the perception of persons by imitating the manual content analysis procedure from
the social science. (2) We present modular visualizations to communicate media bias during
daily news consumption. (3) We conduct a large scale user study using conjoint analysis to
measure e�ectiveness of our analysis, visualizations, and individual components therein.
We publish the survey materials, including questionnaires and anonymized answers, articles,
and visualizations freely at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5517401

2. Related Work
Media bias has been long studied in the social sciences, resulting in a comprehensive set of
models to describe it, such as political framing [5] and the news production process de�ning
causes, forms, and e�ects of bias [3], and e�ective methods to analyze it [3]. Established methods,
such as content analysis and frame analysis [6], typically include systematic reading and labeling
of texts. Despite their high e�ectiveness and reliability, they are largely conducted manually
and do not scale with the vast amount of news. In contrast, many methods in computer science
concerned with media bias employ automated and thus more e�cient approaches but yield
non-optimal results [3], e.g., because they treat bias as only vaguely de�ned “topic diversity”
[7] or “di�erences in [news] coverage” [8]. Though, methods for the identi�cation of biased
words exist for other domains, such as Wikipedia articles [9].
Helping news consumers to become aware of media bias is an e�ective means to mitigate the
negative e�ects of slanted news coverage, such as polarization [8, 10]. Moreover, most studies
�nd that automated approaches concerned with the communication of biases in the news can
successfully increase bias-awareness in news consumers [11, 12, 13, 14]. However, previous
approaches su�er from at least one of the following shortcomings. First, researchers cannot
quantitatively pinpoint which individual components facilitate bias-awareness [11, 12, 13, 14].
Instead, studies measure overall e�ectiveness of analysis or visualizations. Second, approaches
are concerned with the identi�cation or communication of biases only in titles [11], on the
article-level [8, 14], or outlet-level [15]. Considering only the overall article or even properties
of its publisher, may lead to incorrect classi�cation or missing instances of bias, e.g., that a�ect
readers’ perception on the sentence-level.
In sum, many approaches e�ectively communicate biases to users and most studies indicate
how society bene�ts from doing so. However, many approaches identify only vaguely de�ned
or super�cial biases, e.g., because they do not use the established, e�ective models and analyses.

Further, none of the reviewed approaches narrows down e�ectiveness regarding change in
bias-awareness to individual analysis and visualization components. Lastly, to our knowledge,
no approach identi�es biases on the sentence level in news articles.

3. System
Given a set of news articles reporting on the same political event, our system’s analysis aims to
�nd groups of articles that frame the event similarly using four analysis tasks. These groups are
later visualized (Section 4) to enable non-expert news consumers to quickly get a bias-sensitive
synopsis of a given news event.
For (1) article gathering, we extract news articles reporting on one event [16], currently for a
set of user-de�ned URLs, or by providing texts to the system. We then perform state-of-the-art
NLP (2) preprocessing using Stanford CoreNLP. (3) Target concept analysis �nds and resolves
person mentions across the topic’s articles, including also broadly de�ned and event-speci�c
coreferences that are otherwise non-coreferential or even opposing, such as “freedom �ghters”
and “terrorists” [3].
(4) Frame identi�cation determines how articles portray persons and then groups those articles that similarly portray (or frame) the persons. This task centers around political framing [5],
where a frame represents a speci�c perspective on an issue, e.g., which aspects are highlighted
when reporting on the issue. While identifying frames would approximate content analyses as
conducted in social science research on media bias more closely, it would yield lower classi�cation performance [17, 18] or require infeasible e�ort since frames are typically created for a
speci�c research-question [5]. Our system, however, is meant to analyze media bias caused by
framing on any coverage reporting on policy issues. Thus, we seek to determine a fundamental
e�ect resulting from framing: polarity of individual persons, which we identify on sentenceand aggregate to article-level. To achieve state of-the-art performance in target-dependent
sentiment classi�cation (TSC) on news articles, we use a �ne-tuned RoBERTa-based neural
model (F 1m = 83.1) [19].
The last step of frame identi�cation is to determine groups of articles that similarly frame
the event, i.e., the persons involved in the event. We currently use a simple, polarity-based
method that �rst determines the person that occurs most frequently across all articles, named
most frequent actor (MFA). Then, the method assigns each article to one of three groups,
depending on whether the article’s MFA mentions are mostly positive, ambivalent, or negative.
We also calculate each article’s relevance to the (1) event and the (2) article’s group using simple
word-embedding scoring.

4. Visualizations
The overall work�ow follows typical online news consumption, i.e., users see �rst an overview
of news events and then view individual news articles. To measure e�ectiveness not only of
our visualizations but also their constituents, we design them so that their components can be
altered. To more precisely measure the change in bias-awareness concerning only the textual
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primarily in favor, against, or ambivalent regarding the event’s MFA. Conceptually, PolSides
employs the left-right dichotomy, which is a simple yet often e�ective means to partition the
media into distinctive slants. However, this dichotomy is determined only on the outlet-level
and thus may incorrectly classify event-speci�c framing, e.g., articles with di�erent perspectives
having supposedly identical perspectives (and vice versa). Finally, a list shows the headlines of
further articles reporting on the event (bottom, not shown in Figure 1).
In each overview, further components can be enabled depending on the conjoint pro�le (cf.
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5.1. Methodology
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Progress: 35%

[20]. Respondents are asked to rate so-called “pro�les,” which consist of multiple “attributes,”
which are for example the overview, which topic it shows (or which article is shown in the
article view), and if or which tags or in-text color highlights are shown. In conjoint design,
these attributes are chosen randomly and independently of another for each respondent, which
allows an estimation of the relative in�uence of each component on the bias-awareness (called
Average Marginal Component E�ects (AMCE)) [20].
We selected three news topics to ensure varying degrees of expected polarization as an
indicator for biased coverage: gun control (high polarization), debt ceiling (high-mid), and
Australian bush�res (low). We selected a single event for each topic. To ensure heterogeneity in
content and writing styles, we manually retrieved a balanced selection of ten articles from left-,
center, and right-wing US online outlets as self-identi�ed by them.
We conducted both experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Respondents had to be located
in the US, have a history of successfully completed, high quality work, and were compensated
1-2$ depending on the study duration. In E1, we used data of 260 (of 308) respondents, which
satis�ed our quality measures, i.e., we discarded 48 respondents that, e.g., were unrealistically
fast or answered test questions incorrectly. To keep cognitive load low, respondents were
shown only a single topic in the overview, which was randomly drawn from the aforementioned
selection. In E2, we used data of 98 (of 110) respondents. To increase cost e�ciency, we only
showed a selection of overview variants that exhibited positive trends in E1 (instead of fully
randomly varying all attributes as in E1). Further, we showed respondents three tasks (resulting
in 294 tasks in total), where each task consisted of a single overview and article view.
Our study consists of seven steps. A (1) pre-study questionnaire asks demographic data [21]. (2)
Overview (as described in Section 4.1). A (3) post-overview questionnaire operationalizes the biasawareness in respondents by asking about their perception of the diversity and disagreement
in viewpoints, whether the visualization encourages contrasting the individual headlines, and
how many perspectives of the public discourse were shown. While it is “intrinsically di�cult to
objectively de�ne what bias is” [12], on a high level we expect bias to be perceived in the form
of di�erences in and opposition of the slant of articles; hence, we operationalize bias-awareness
as the motivation and skill of a person to compare and contrast perspectives and information
presented in the news using a set of 10-point Likert scaled questions, such as “When shown the
overview, did this encourage you to compare and contrast the di�erent articles?” (4) Article view
(as described in Section 4.2). A (5) post-article questionnaire operationalizes bias-awareness in
respondents [21]. In a (6) post-study questionnaire, users give feedback on the study, i.e., what
they (dis)liked. E1 consisted of steps (1–3, 6). E2 consisted of all steps, where (2, 3) may be
skipped depending on the conjoint pro�le and (2–5) were repeated three times since three topics
were shown.

5.2. Results and Discussion
We found positive, signi�cant e�ects on the change in bias-awareness when using the overview
variants PolSides or MFAP (RQ1) in E2. Tags also increased bias-awareness signi�cantly. Regarding the article view (RQ2), E2 yielded insigni�cant results.
Prior to E2, we focused our evaluation of E1 on qualitatively identifying �aws in the design of
visualizations and the study, due to the lack of signi�cant trends in E1. For example, 35% users

Table 1
E�ects in E2 (excerpt). Names in parentheses indicate enabled tags (except for “random”). Baselines
are italic.
Attribute

Level

Est.

SE

z

Pr(>|z|)

Overview

PolS. (PolS.)
MFAP (both)
MFAP (none)
MFAP (MFAP)
MFAP (PolS.)
MFAP (random)
Plain (both)
Plain (MFAP)
Plain (PolS.)
Plain (none)

7.83
5.87
6.13
5.67
5.60
5.76
3.66
1.28
3.04
0

2.06
1.73
2.00
2.10
1.85
2.40
1.90
2.24
2.07
-

3.79
3.39
3.05
2.69
3.02
2.39
1.92
0.57
1.46
-

<.001***
<.001***
.002**
.007**
.002**
.016*
.053
.568
.142
-

Topic

Debt Ceiling
Gun control
Bushfire

-1.52
-1.14
0

0.78
0.84
-

-1.93
-1.34
-

.052
.179
-

experienced a lack of clarity and transparency, e.g., how the visualized information was derived.
This weakness was exaggerated if respondents felt the shown information was incorrect (6%
PolSides, 11% MFAP), e.g., an article that seemed negative from its headlines was labeled as
ambivalent. Prior to E2, we addressed all the major lines of criticism, e.g., by adding brief
explanations about all visual clues and in particular about the bias grouping (see B in Figure 1).
The goal of E2 was to test the set of overviews that had positive trends in E1 (to answer
RQ1) and to test components in the article view (RQ2). E2 showed positive, signi�cant e�ects
of both bias-sensitive overviews, where the best overviews were PolSides (with PolSides tags)
and MFAP (without tags). The AMCEs in Table 1 show that both overviews have very high
and strongly signi�cant e�ectiveness (PolSides Est = 7.83 and MFAP Est = 6.13, which
are not signi�cantly di�erent to another albeit one being slightly higher [22]). Quantitative
(by analyzing the e�ects on the individual questions composing the overall post-overview
score) and qualitative analysis of both overviews suggests that MFAP reveals biases that are
actually present in the news articles, whereas PolSides only facilitates the visibility of biases—a
typical issue of prior approaches for automated bias detection [14]. By imitating the content
analysis, our system yielded substantial frames as shown in Figure 1 whereas PolSides showed,
e.g., the following headlines of rather “arti�cial” frames: “Trump Announces Deal On Debt
Limit, Spending Caps” and “Trump, Congress Clinch Debt-Limit Deal After Tense Negotiations.”
MFAP (random), an overview where articles were randomly assigned to one bias-group, yielded
Est = 5.76, indicating that only pointing out possible biases already increased bias-awareness.
In MFAP, showing no tags yielded the highest e�ectiveness (6.13 compared to 5.87 when
both tags were shown). This indicates that the MFAP design reveals “enough” bias information
and further visual clues may yield too complex visualizations. None of the tags alone have
signi�cant e�ects when combined with the Plain version, indicating that a bias-group layout is
necessary for bias-awareness.

In the article view, only showing the PolSides tags had a signi�cant positive e�ect on bias
awareness (2.45). There were no signi�cant e�ects for the MFAP tags and polarity context
bar. Analyzing respondents’ criticism in the post-study questions, we attribute this to two
shortcomings. First, too few in-text highlights to have a consistent e�ect (21% of the article views
had  5 highlights, 7% had none). When controlling for the number of highlights, they had a
signi�cant, positive e�ect on bias-awareness. Second, there was a strong in�uence of individual
topics on the e�ectiveness, e.g., respondents reported the debt ceiling topic was “too complicated”
or “boring” to follow. We plan to address this by conducting a study with more respondents
and a wider range of topics, to ensure a better representation of the public discourses. Doing
so will also strengthen the generalizability of the results and allow to investigate the e�ects
of users’ demographic data on their bias-awareness and change thereof [23]. Due to the small
sample size in E2, our current analysis was inconclusive regarding demographic e�ects.
Although we did not �lter for a representative sample of the US population, the distributions of
our samples are approximately similar to the distributions of the US population in key dimensions
such as age and political education.1 However, we propose to verify the generalizability of the
study’s �ndings to the entire US population or other countries using a larger respondent sample.
Further, in E1 and E2 we assumed that MTurk workers are mostly non-expert news consumers.
To verify this, we propose to explicitly ask for participants’ degree of media literacy.

6. Conclusion
We present the �rst system to automatically identify and then communicate person-targeting
forms of bias in news articles reporting on policy events. Earlier, these biases could only be
identi�ed using content analyses, which–despite their e�ectiveness in capturing also subtle
yet powerful biases–could only be conducted for few topics in the past due to their high cost,
manual e�ort, and required expertise. In a large-scale user study, we employ a conjoint design
to measure the e�ectiveness of visualizations and individual components. We �nd that our
overviews signi�cantly increase bias-awareness in respondents. In particular and in contrast to
prior work, our bias-identi�cation method seems to reveal biases that emerge from the content
of news coverage and individual articles. In practical terms, our results suggest that the biases
found and communicated by our method are actually present in the news articles, whereas the
reviewed prior work only facilitates detection of biases, e.g., by distinguishing between left- and
right-wing outlets. In sum, our exploratory work indicates the e�ectiveness of bias-sensitive
news recommendation as a promising line of research for future work.
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